No one is a Medical Student in the eye of the law until he has been registered as such, and a necessary precursor to registration is the passing a Preliminary Examination. This Preliminary Examination has already been the means of elevating the standard, and giving medical teachers a better class of embryo from which to develop the full-fledged medical man. That it has not done more in this direction is due partly to the negligence of the examiners engaged in the work, and partly to defects in the curriculum imposed. Only those who have to wade through masses of examination papers are aware of the amount of bad spelling and bad grammar which strives to pass current as good English in those ofttimes wonderful productions; while when deficiency in English is so common, we need not wonder at the Latin being still more preposterous. From a pretty large experience of medical teaching and examining, we have no hesitation in saying that it is the exception and not the rule for a medical student of the present day to be able to write a prescription in full in correct Latin; indeed, when recently remonstrating with a student in regard to this, we were told that the examiners of a university, wont to be in the van 
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do not require it, such an appeal would be simply quixotic; but we may with more hope of success appeal to the Examiners to see that the requirements of the Medical Council are strictly fulfilled ; and when this has been attained, we may then appeal to the Council itself to extend its Preliminary Examination, so as to make it embrace more fully all those subjects necessary to constitute it an adequate preliminary to the more strictly professional subjects of study. It is too much to expect the ingenuous youth of Britain to devote their energies to preparatory studies the influence of which upon their future professional acquirements they can neither perceive nor understand; it is also too much to expect paterfamilias, harassed by his own troubles and ignorant of those which await his son in a profession which he probably knows only in its least important?its mercantile?phase, wisely to direct those early studies which have for their objects the more 
